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escaped the attention of writers of textbooks on calculus. For this purpose 
it is possible to proceed in either of two ways, both of which are elegant and 
altogether natural and direct. If we take tan x = sin x/cos x, then 

sin (x + Ax) sin x 
tan (x + Ax) - tan x = -- - cos (x + AX) cos x 

sin (x + Ax) cos x - cos (x + Ax) sin x 
cos (x + Ax) cos x 

sin Ax 
cos (x + AX) cos x 

If we divide now by Ax and take the limit as Ax approaches zero, then 
lima,o (sin oa)/ax = 1 is applicable for evaluating the derivative. Or, proceeding 
directly, we have 

tan x + tan Ax 
tan (x + Ax) -tax-1 - tan x=aA -tan x 1- tan x tan Ax 

(1 + tan2 X) tan Ax 
1- tan x tanAx 

Then by using the fact that lima_o (tan a)/lo = 1, we again get at once the value 
of the derivative of the tangent. Either of these methods yields this deriva- 
tive without any troublesome trigonometrical transformations. 

On the basis of the derivative of the tangent, the remaining derivatives are 
easily obtained in the order sec x, cos x, and sin x: the secant by taking deriva- 
tives in the relation 

tan2 X + 1 = sec2 x, 

the cosine through the fact that it is the reciprocal of the secant, and the sine 
from one of the relations 

sin x = cos (ir/2 - x), sin x = 'cos x tan x. 

We get, then, in this way the derivatives which are used most, and we employ 
only trigonometrical relations which are familiar to the average sophomore 
student. 

II. RELATING TO THE PROOF THAT A RIGID BODY MOVING ABOUT A FIXED 
POINT IS AT EACH INSTANT ROTATING ABOUT AN AXIS 

THROUGH THAT POINT. 

By E. L. REES, University of Kentucky. 

The following proof of this theorem differs from other proofs b, 
methods in that it is based upon an interesting geometric interpretation of the 
equations involved. 
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Let 0 be the fixed point, and P and Q any two points of the body distinct 
from 0, and let OP = p and OQ = q. Using the Gibbs notation we have as 
the assumptions of rigidity p2 = constant, q2 = const., p.q = const., or differ- 
entiating with respect to t, 

p-p = 0, q.q = 0, p.q + j.q 0, (1) 

where p and q are the velocities of. P and Q respectively. 
Consider the equations p = w X p and q = w X q. Regarding w as the 

running coordinate, each of these equations represents a line parallel to the 
position vector and perpendicular to the velocity of the point. If p X q = 0, 
i. e., if 0, P, and Q are collinear, the lines coincide. For, substituting p = kq 
in p = w X q we get k4 = w X (kq), or = w X q. Hence the equations are 
equivalent. 

The condition that these lines, shall intersect is (p'l X - q-1 X q) X p q 
- 0, the terms in the parenthesis being the perpendiculars (vectors) from 0 to 
the lines. Expanding we get p*.q - pjp'.- q + p*q - prq'q*q = 0 which is 
satisfied by virtue of equations (1). Thus every pair of lines associated as above 
with a pair of points of the body will intersect. All of the lines will thus pass 
through the same point (since not all are coplanar) forming a bundle the vertex 
of which is the tip of the vector w which satisfies all of the equations. Since w 
is the same for all points at a given instant, we have thus proved that the body 
rotates instantaneously about an axis through 0 with the angular velocity w. 

To determine w it is necessary to have two non-coincident lines given, i. e., 
we must have the velocities of two points (not collinear with 0) given to determine 
the velocities of all the other points. Since w satisfies p = w X p and q = w X q 
it follows that w = j X q/p~ q = - p X 4q/qv p. 

If p = 0 and q 0 one of the lines lies along p and the point P is on w, 
and therefore on the axis of rotation. If p = 0 and q= 0 there is no motion 
since the lines intersect at the origin and w = 0. 

If the velocities of the two points are coplanar with the vectors of those points, 
it will be seen easily that the vertex of the bundle will be a point on the normal to 
the plane through 0, and that the lines for all points of this plane will form a 
pencil in a parallel plane. Since w is perpendicular to every line of this pencil, 
only one line is needed for its determination. Thus if p = w X p, we have 
w = p'- X p. Hence in the case of motion of a rigid body (one point fixed) in a 
plane the velocity of one point will determine those of all the other points. 

If now the fixed point be given a velocity we see that the velocities of all of 
the points of the body will be determined in space by the velocities of three non- 
collinear points, and in the plane by the velocities of two non-coincident points. 
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